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Kirkus Reviews: “[B]eautifully rendered illustrations….bring to life the magic of the day. The closing
spreads are visually exquisite….A charming beach-day book to share with a young child beginning to
show interest in the natural world.”

IT’S A SEASHELL DAY
Dianne Ochiltree
Art by Elliot Kreloff
A cozy companion title to the highly acclaimed
It’s a Firefly Night!
Through the perfect combination of rollicking rhymes and sunny-sky illustrations, IT’S A

SEASHELL DAY tells the story of a mother and son sharing their special day at the beach. Together,
they explore the seaside, dig in the sand, and collect–and count–seashells. Kids will want to count
along with the boy as he totals up his collection, puts his shells away, then drifts off into sleep. With
captivating narrative, featuring nature and counting, IT’S A SEASHELL DAY is capped off with an
informative spread about shells.
Author Dianne Ochiltree shares how the idea came about: “This story was inspired by 'mommy and
me' memories from my own childhood. We often had a vacation by the beach, and those beach walks
always included collecting and counting all the interesting shells! It's my hope that this book will get
today's little ones excited about the wonders of nature...and that it will inspire many future seaside
memories for families.”

Fans of the popular and award-winning It’s a Firefly Night (Blue Apple, 2013) will be delighted to
discover this cozy companion book, and want to share IT’S A SEASHELL DAY with all their
beach-loving friends and family!
Dianne Ochiltree is a nationally recognized author of books for young readers, many of which have
appeared on ‘best of’’ reading lists, been featured in book clubs, and been translated into foreign
language editions. Her chocolate Labrador Retriever Sally is a certified therapy dog, and together they
visit schools and nursing homes in their area. Dianne and her husband live by the beach in sunny
Sarasota, Florida.
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